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ABSTRACT

Objective: This paper provides a review of current knowledge and trends in research on firefighters cancer risks and risk reduction efforts and calls for future research focused on European and international firefighters to understand and reduce occupational cancer risk.

Cancer incidence: Firefighters face increased occupational cancer risk. Firefighting has been linked with multiple types of cancer, including bladder, colorectal, brain and central nervous system, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, skin melanoma, and prostate and testicular cancer, with several others types of cancer being found at increased rates.

Cancer risks: Increased occupational cancer risk is, in part, related to carcinogenic exposures at fire events and improper use and cleaning of personal protective equipment (PPE), with role and years in service increasing risk.

Risk Perception: Research on efforts to reduce cancer risk are growing, and include examination of firefighter knowledge, attitudes, norms, and behaviors toward decontamination, screening, and healthy eating. Many firefighters report high perceived susceptibility and severity of cancer risk, and identify fire scene exposures, contaminated gear, diet, sleep disruption, chemical exposure from cleaning products, and barriers to medical care as contributing to increased risk.

Risk Reduction: Firefighters have strong desire to reduce cancer risk and report generally favorable attitudes toward decontamination practices and proper gear use, but face barriers to reducing those risks, including lack of knowledge, occupational needs, organizational culture, policy, and lack of resources. Behavioral interventions to reduce cancer risk through decontamination efforts and dietary change have demonstrated positive results, however there is a dearth of research on these efforts, especially with European and international firefighters.

Future Directions: Future research should focus on understanding European and international firefighters’ knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors toward cancer risk reduction, the impact of the built environment on cancer risk (station layout, clean cabs), improved efforts at tracking exposures, use of new technology and virtual reality in training to reduce cancer risk, and improved understanding of firefighter cancer risk by medical professionals.
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Introduction

Following decades of research, there is sufficient evidence of the elevated cancer risks among firefighters directly from occupational exposure. In fact, as recently as July 2022, the International Agency for Cancer Research changed firefighting from Group 2B (possibly carcinogenic) to Group 1 (carcinogenic) designation, meaning that a link between the occupational exposures that result from firefighting and cancer has been established. This new classification of a carcinogenic occupation elevates the threats of occupational hazard in firefighting to that of tobacco usage and benzene. Differences in cancer type and biological sex have also been reported, for example, male firefighters exhibit higher rates of bladder cancer and females of Hodgkin’s disease when compared to the general population. Independent of this variance across types of cancers, data supports increased cancer incidence and mortality rates within the fire service. Yet despite this evidence and new classification, notable gaps still exist in cancer research among firefighters. Partly this has been attributed to the delay between exposure to carcinogenic agents and the onset of symptoms and/or screenings. This move of firefighting from a possibly carcinogenic to carcinogenic occupation will help in advancing research and in advocating for individual, social, and public policies changes. However, as with any wicked problem, the relationship between firefighting and cancer has neither a straightforward nor single solution. Improvements in cancer screening and treatments, changes in policy and practice, and individual risk reduction behaviors all have a role to play in reducing the cancer risk of firefighters; however, many of these options require individual firefighter action that may compete with occupational culture and individual beliefs. Below we explicate current knowledge of firefighter cancer incidences, and report on firefighter knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors on issues where individual firefighters have the most control—decontamination processes, cancer screening, and diet. Additionally, we report on efforts to help firefighters reduce exposure risks.

Cancers and Rates of Occurrence

While some cancers (such as mesothelioma) have received considerable attention, today there is growing recognition of the dangers of multiple types of cancers among firefighters. Specifically, studies have found linkages between firefighting and numerous cancers, for example, bladder, colorectal, brain and central nervous system, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, skin melanoma, prostate and testicular, with most having an increased mortality rate when compared to the general population. Kidney cancer has also been found at increased rates, however, findings are less consistent for kidney cancer and certain other cancers, including Hodgkin’s lymphoma, leukemia, lymphosarcoma and reticulosarcoma, multiple myeloma and pancreatic cancer. For other types of cancer (esophageal, laryngeal, oral and pharyngeal, liver and gallbladder, lung, lymphatic and hematopoietic, non-melanoma skin cancer, stomach, and urinary cancer) there is less evidence of a causal relationship as a result of occupational exposure.

Among the types of cancer identified in the literature, mesothelioma and bladder cancer seem to have the highest prevalence and a causal association has been established. A recent meta-analysis found that firefighters are at approximately 58% higher risk for mesothelioma than the general population and 16% higher risk for bladder cancer. Finding of a higher incidence of mesothelioma, as an asbestos-related disease, could be due to exposure to hazardous construction materials such as adhesives, drywall, floor and ceiling tiles, insulation, paint, and countless others. Similarly, bladder cancer has been found to have potential causal relationship with rate of occurrence and exposure to hazardous materials (e.g., PAHs, soot).

Causal relationships with cancers such as colorectal and prostate have not been established, perhaps due to confounding behaviors such as frequent screenings. Surveillance bias could also explain the inconsistent results among other cancers such as lung, with lower incidence and mortality rates, and thyroid, with higher incidence compared to the general population. Although a causal relationship has not been established, the increased incidence of these types of cancer is still significant when compared to the general population, mortality rates from rectal cancer and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma among firefighters are higher. Moreover, there is still ample evidence of carcinogenic agents found in the bodies of firefighters. For example, Barros et al. and Anderson et al. found an increase in presence of PAH-DNA adduct in blood and damage to DNA, DNA methylation (the addition of methyl groups to DNA affecting molecular activity), and genotoxicity. For DNA methylation, an
epigenetic regulation altered in cancers length of exposure (years in service) lead to higher rate of PFAS concentration in blood. It is important to note that differences in DNA methylation have been found across ethnic and racial groups signaling possible epigenetic risk factors. This potential susceptibility is important given the frequent exposure to potentially carcinogenic materials by firefighters. Another important finding has been the presence of acute and chronic inflammation and inflammatory markers in firefighters.

It is important to note that there have been country and cancer specific studies. For example, eight out of 28 European countries surveyed in 2017 agreed melanoma was an occupational hazard of firefighting, with more recently acknowledging this, such as the Norwegian Labour and Welfare Service. Recognition of these as occupational hazards allows for the development of prevention programs, something of great need within the fire service.

Presumed Causes and Exposures

Exposure to toxic materials that result from fulfilling occupational roles and responsibilities represents a threat to personal health in any profession, but perhaps is most significant among firefighters given the dangerous and diverse nature of their work. A firefighter’s occupational exposure can result from fire and non-fire events. Within fire events, these can also be varied with events consisting of wildland, structural, vehicle, and hazardous material spills, for example. Non-fire events can include responder medical calls in which they can be exposed to communicable diseases, as well as natural disasters and building collapses (e.g., 9/11).

Fire Events

There are key differences between wildland fire events and those that occur in urban areas. For instance, firefighting teams dispatched to a wildfire may be on site for days at a time, thus the length of exposure to toxic materials is typically extended well beyond that of urban events. The types of hazardous materials also vary. Firefighters in urban settings may be exposed to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) from combustion products, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), asbestos and/or other toxic building materials (e.g., soot, adhesives) from older buildings, or other harmful chemicals such as PFAs (perfluorinated and polyfluorinated substances) found in the foam used by firefighters and diesel exhaust from both the fire trucks and the fire stations. Exposure can result from lack, misuse, or improper decontamination of personal protective equipment (PPE), inhalation, again due to misuse of PPE or removal too early at event site, ingestion, and or dermal absorption. A recent study by Clarity et al., of a cohort of female firefighters found a positive association between telomere length, the biomarker for aging, and exposure to chemicals linked to possible carcinogenesis compared to females in other occupations. The production and use of new chemicals (e.g., fire retardants) in urban areas merits more research. Hwang et al. found that dermal exposure was highest in the neck post fire event and that longer duration of fire event exposure led to increased concentration of PAHs via inhalation. Wildland fires also present a great threat. In Brazil, Yu et al. found that wildfires compared to other fire events had an increased exposure to fine (inhaling) particulate matter, PM2.5, which has been associated with increased rates of cancer mortality.

Years in Service

Studies have found that role within the fire service as well as years in service impact exposure rates, which in turn affects the incidence of cancers. A study of professional firefighters found rates of hypopharyngeal and laryngeal cancers increased per decade of service. Similarly, studies have found an increase in malignancy of cancer associated with length of employment in the fire service. In their study, Daniels and colleagues found significant positive correlations between occupational duties (e.g., time at fire events) and mortality rate for lung cancer and leukemia.

Gear

Although PPE is common throughout the fire service, all components are not equally available and/or used. Self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBAs), which currently offer the highest protection against inhalation exposure are more commonly used in non-wildland fire events; the extended time of fighting wildland fires makes the use of air and SCBAs problematic given the limited capacities of air tanks and the weight of carrying enough tanks to fight fires for extended time periods. Structural and vehicle fires can omit toxic particulates, however, firefighters that receive calls for wildland fires are, on average, called upon multiple times a year and for longer periods of time per fire event leading to increased exposure risks. This is further
compounded by firefighters believing that brush fires are often clean fires, and they face uncertainty over appropriate gear use and decontamination. Another issue with gear, and SCBAs in particular, is that they are often removed too quickly after a fire is extinguished, exposing firefighters to contaminants during the overhaul process. A recent study in Spain found that among types of cancer mortality rates, the rate from larynx and hypopharynx cancers was higher among firefighters. The authors suggest that this could be due in part to underusage of protective respiratory equipment.

An often overlooked but critically important consideration with SCBAs and other gear in general (e.g., bunker gear) is fit. While maintenance and decontamination are often highlighted as salient components in risk reduction, the one-size-fits-all design of PPE can also lead to unintended exposure and dermal absorption of PAHs, PFAs, and others. Additionally, the construction of bunker gear does not always provide the protection firefighters need from carcinogens. The three layers most commonly found in gear (outer shell, moisture barrier, and thermal liner) are not chemical-resistant. Moreover, these fire-resistant layers can actually increase dermal absorption due to gear weight and increased temperatures, humidity and moisture from extinguishment, and air flow. Notably, there is a stronger linkage between cancer from dermal exposure than inhalation.

Firefighter knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors about cancer risks

While there is a large body of research focused on cancer rates among firefighters, less is known about how firefighters understand and act on cancer risks related to exposure and contamination. Below we explicate the research on firefighter’s knowledge and perceptions of cancer risks, attitudes, and behaviors toward decontamination behaviors to reduce risk, and perceived barriers to enacting those behaviors.

Cancer risk perceptions and knowledge

Research shows that firefighters have general concerns about cancer risk, with both new and experienced firefighters perceiving cancer as main health risk. Recent studies show that firefighters believe they are at higher risk of cancer than the general public, and believe those risks are high to very high for colon, pulmonary, hematologic, breast, prostate, testicular, lung, oral, and all cancers, with female firefighters expressing specific concerns about breast cancer as a result of beliefs that breast tissue is the most absorbent part of the body and that gear opens in such a way as to increase exposure. Concerns about cancer risk are true both of career urban firefighters in the U.S., rural volunteer and career firefighters in the U.S., female firefighters, and firefighters in the Dominican Republic. found that South Korean firefighters who had exposure risk awareness perceived higher levels of susceptibility and severity, but that it varied by age and years in service, with older and more experienced firefighters having lower risk perceptions. Indeed, many firefighters expressed fatalistic views about their cancer risk, believing that it was inevitable they would get cancer and that cancer would have severe impacts.

While studies of firefighter risk perceptions generally show high levels of concern for cancer risk, as well as specific beliefs about where those risk reside, not all firefighters are knowledgeable about exposure risk. Bautista found that knowledge and awareness of cancer risk factors varied considerably among firefighters, with some firefighters very knowledgeable of risk while others had less knowledge. Additionally, only some firefighters were able to make links between immediate exposure to carcinogens to long term risk. Similarly, Popescu found that 75% of firefighters were aware of and wanted to reduce their exposure to carcinogens on fire scenes, but that 25% seemed unaware or unconcerned.

Occupational influences on cancer risk perceptions

Firefighters view their cancer risk as coming from both direct (resulting from performing essential occupational tasks) and indirect (general occupational issues related to being a firefighter) occupational risks. Firefighters describe direct cancer risks to include general exposure to carcinogens as part of routine firefighting tasks, including from toxins from entering a fire, overhaul and mop up, carcinogens on bunker gear, diesel exhaust from engines, off gassing, and transference from gear to the engine, station, and bunkers. Oh et al. breaks down these direct cancer risks into primary (exposure at fire scenes), secondary (contaminates on gear), and tertiary (cross contamination in engines and stations) exposure risks, and firefighters in South Korea had high awareness of these risks. Aside from these primary, secondary, and tertiary exposure risks, Solle et al. found that female firefighters also
viewed exposure to chemicals used for cleaning fire apparatus, disinfectants from medical calls, and from turnout gear itself, which is constructed of material with flame retardant and other chemicals, to cancer risk.41

For most firefighters, direct cancer risks are associated with performing key elements of their work using gear that is designed to protect them. However, not all firefighters are equally equipped with protective gear. For example, Louzado-Feliciano and colleagues found that firefighters in the Dominican Republic believe they are being exposed at fire scenes through inhalation, heat, and radiation, but that they are at even increased cancer risks from lack of availability of PPE45 considering they often do not have a full set of gear and have to share gear, even if it is dirty.

Indirect risks included concerns about the influence of diet on cancer risks – with firefighters recognizing that many drink too much and eat unhealthy foods that have been linked to cancer.42,43 They also voiced concerns about stress41,43,45 sleep disruptions,41 and lack of getting annual exams contributing to cancer risks.43,45

Attitudes toward clean gear, decontamination, and protective behaviors

There are few studies that specifically examine firefighter attitudes, norms, and beliefs toward decontamination procedures. Harrison et al. in a study of firefighters across four different fire departments in South Florida found that firefighters have overall positive attitudes toward clean gear (seeing it as a sign of professionalism, trusting others who keep their gear clean, and like having clean gear).49 Firefighters in South Korea had similar positive attitudes, but firefighters with higher exposure risk awareness perceived more benefits from wearing SCBA, as well as higher efficacy in the use, cleaning, and storage of SCBA. In general, there are mixed findings about efficacy, with several studies reporting that both professional44,49 and volunteer43 firefighters believe that cleaning their gear will reduce cancer risk. Macy further reported high response efficacy for the proper storing of turnout gear for both volunteer and professional firefighters, and further found a relatively high level of self-efficacy for both behaviors (90% for cleaning, and 68% for proper storage) as well.45 However, not all firefighters share that sense of efficacy, with only 32% of firefighters in a study by Moore and colleagues reporting confidence in gear cleaning behavior.50

Further, firefighters in the Dominican Republic expressed a willingness to engage in decontamination, but lacked the organizational resources necessary to do so.45 Finally, perceived norms are theoretically linked to health behaviors. In their study of firefighter attitudes, norms and behaviors toward decontamination, Harrison et al. found perceived norms of other respected firefighter’s behavior toward cleaning gear were lower than individual attitudes toward clean gear, but still overall on the positive side49 – meaning that even though there is a strong positive attitude, they did not see the behavior of other firefighters toward gear cleaning as a consistent norm.

Behaviors toward decontamination and other protective behaviors

While firefighters are still developing best practices, there are a number of recommendations for decontamination to reduce exposure risk, including engaging in gross decontamination at the scene (rinsing gear immediately after fire scene exit and prior to doffing SCBA and turnout gear), swapping dirty hoods for clean hoods, showering within the hour, using cleansing wipes, bagging gear before transport to the station, and using sealed containers for personal transport.49 Overall, Harrison et al. found that firefighter decontamination behavior did not match with reported attitudes.49 While firefighters reported positive attitudes, showering after a fire was the only decontamination process that firefighters regularly engaged in (more than 50% engaging in the behavior frequently or always after a fire), while other recommended behaviors such as gross decontamination, use of cleansing wipes, routine and professional gear cleaning, and other decontamination behaviors occurring much less frequently. While training and education seem to positively influence gross decontamination and PPE use,46,51 most studies report inconsistent or low rates of decontamination. For example, Moore et al. reported only 65% of firefighters had cleaned their gear within the past year50, and Macy et al. reported between 25-38% of both volunteer and career firefighters engaged in professional cleaning, cleaning after a fire, or cleaning when visibly dirty.45 Additionally, when they cleaned gear, most used top load washers rather than professional extractors. Similarly problematic, over a quarter of firefighters reported storing their gear in their vehicles, and almost half did not view such storage as problematic, with many not even using a container for storage. While there was no difference in storage behavior, volunteers saw the
behavior as less problematic than career firefighters.

While most studies of firefighter cancer risk reduction focus on decontamination, Solle et al. studied female firefighter behaviors toward cervical cancer screening and found that they are less likely to get routine screenings but have positive attitudes toward self-samplers.45

**Facilitators to risk reduction behaviors**

These are a number of factors that help facilitate firefighters’ decontamination behavior. Harrison et al. found that perceived norms (the degree to which other respected firefighters engage in the behavior) were the biggest predictor of overall decontamination and gear cleaning, followed by attitudes toward clean gear, and fewer perceived barriers.49 In contrast to findings by Oh about age influencing perceived cancer risk, age was not a factor in predicting decontamination behavior.10 Bautista further found that peer-to-peer accountability was a strong facilitator, reinforcing the notion that the behavior of other firefighters is important to decontamination and risk reduction behaviors.46

Aside from personal attitudes, beliefs, and norms, organizational factors can serve as facilitators for risk reduction. These include strong leadership support and specific policies regarding PPE use, availability of clean replacement turnout gear (a second set off turnout gear or a separate turnout room where gear could be checked out), and air monitors all positively influenced risk reduction behavior,10 and training on cleaning procedures.49,53 Additionally, Harrison et al. found that social capital and the development of networks of expertise helped facilitate cultural changes, knowledge, and practice toward decontamination and cancer risk.48

**Barriers to risk reduction behaviors**

Overall, there are a number of barriers to decontamination related to beliefs and knowledge about decontamination processes, occupational practices, and logistics and budgets. Multiple studies report that lack of knowledge of decontamination procedures serve as barriers to engaging in decontamination.44,54 Firefighters in multiple studies has concern over wet gear,54 including fear of steam burns if they engage in decontamination and are called back to a fire scene,46,48,49 and that wet gear from decontamination and cleaning processes will decrease mobility, making it harder to do their jobs.48,49 Incidentally, both of these fears have been debunked in a video by Palm Beach County Fire Rescue (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGwyiSAI07M) where they expose firefighters to controlled burns, engage in gross decontamination where the gear is rinsed with water, and then they re-enter the fire scene (twice); no firefighters reported steam burns, and the wet gear only weighed an additional three pounds.

Other logistical and occupational concerns include the time it takes to clean gear46,48,49 lack of down time from running calls,48 pressure to get back into service, and/or not having the opportunity to be out of service.46,48 Firefighters also express concern, often arising from budgetary limitations, about limited access to extractors, clean hood, a second set of gear, and other resources needed to engage in decontamination.46,48 These concerns are often exacerbated with fire departments that have fewer resources overall. Macy et al. found distinct differences in barriers between career and volunteer firefighters in the U.S., with volunteer firefighters reporting issues of cost and accessibility hindering cleaning behaviors.44 Indeed, 70% of firefighters in their study indicated they would be more likely to have their gear cleaned regularly if the department paid for cleaning, and volunteers were more likely to report cost as a barrier than career firefighters. Lack of resources create barriers for firefighters in the Dominican Republic as well, where firefighters indicated a lack of a full set of bunker gear for every firefighter, and the purchase of used bunker gear which is already partially deteriorated.45

In addition to barriers to decontamination, firefighters face barriers to other risk reduction behaviors such as routine medical care and cancer screening. Dominican Republic firefighters reported a lack of health promotion activities, and a lack of access to health care and screenings due to the high cost of care and low firefighter salaries.45 Cultural barriers to medical care also exist in certain groups of firefighters, including firefighters in the Dominican Republic and Black firefighters in South Florida, who report an unwillingness to go to the doctor unless there is an immediate, obvious, and serious problem.44,55 Female firefighters reported that nontraditional work schedules and difficulties balancing home and work schedules acted as barriers to routine cervical cancer screenings.52
Effectiveness of Decontamination Behaviors

Threats such as cross-contamination and transportation of off-gassing gear have been discussed in the literature, along with attempts to find practical solutions for reducing cancer risks among firefighters. For example, a recent intervention was conducted by Burgess and colleagues to reduce firefighters’ exposure to carcinogens through skin and inhalation. The intervention activities included surface contamination reduction ("wash down") of turnout gear, gear cleaning with soap and water, additional skin decontamination with sauna treatment, separate transportation of contaminated equipment, and additional gear cleaning at the station. In terms of sauna treatment, further research is needed on whether an inferred sauna will allow the body to eliminate toxins through sweating. However, the study results directly support separate transportation of contaminated gear and the use of wash down for firefighters as part of skin exposure reduction. Thus, the bagging and cleaning of gear and maintaining a "clean cab" has also proved to be effective practices in post-fire decontamination. The clean cab concept prescribes the firefighting equipment to be stored in outside compartments instead of inside the cab to create a barrier between firefighters and contaminated off-gassing gear and helps prevent contamination of the fire engine’s cab. Other research also shows that two minutes of brushing with soap and water removed a median of 85% of PAH chemicals from the firefighter’s personal protective equipment. The importance of decontamination behaviors is hard to underestimate, and effective decontamination practices exist. However, firefighters do not consistently adhere to decontamination guidelines. Thus, the natural question is how to increase the uptake of protective behaviors among firefighters to reduce cancer risks.

Increasing Decontamination Behaviors and Reducing Risks

Research into efforts to reduce firefighter occupational cancer risk is limited. One key intervention that could serve as a model for future interventions was designed to improve change in occupational practice and culture and to improve decontamination efforts among firefighters in South Florida. Formative research and research that shows contaminated bunker gear is a potential source of exposure to carcinogens, provided the foundation toward creating a health intervention to reduce exposure risks. As reported previously, data show professional firefighters acknowledge the dangers of cancer, are concerned with their risk for cancer as a result of their occupational exposures, have positive attitudes toward clean gear, and believe that effective decontamination can reduce cancer risks. However, individual behaviors were not in line with attitudes; firefighters reported low to moderate frequencies of decontamination after a fire. In addition, although it was found that the interpretation of dirty gear as a badge of honor became less strong, clean gear was accepted as a norm but lacked the cultural importance of dirty gear. Given that the risk of carcinogenic contamination depends on the combination of occupational risks, firefighter culture, and structural barriers, Harrison and colleagues developed, implemented, and evaluated an intervention aimed at changing the meanings around dirty (and clean) bunker gear and improving decontamination behaviors by firefighters.

This collaborative intervention was guided by scientific facts and adhered to theoretical models of behavior change and principles of communication design. High-reliability organizations (HROs) are unique in their physical, social, and informational structures, which require health messages to be tailored to their specific characteristic. Thus, the intervention targeted cancer risks and fire department culture change as factors unique to this HRO. The intervention presentation was delivered face-to-face by a trained research team member in collaboration with a well-respected member of each fire department to help with credibility and trust. Intervention materials included an overview of cancer risks in the fire service, a video demonstrating exposure and contamination risk using invisible dye (such as found in bank robberies), contact with physical and material environments to demonstrate cross contamination, and interaction with colleagues and family members to demonstrate how contaminants spread beyond the fire scene, and a second video presenting decontamination processes as well as the processes of cultural change. Video materials featured firefighters demonstrating decontamination procedures while scientists delivered information on cancer risks. Based on formative research, the messages were designed using the integrative model of behavioral prediction and the health belief model. The intervention reduced perceived barriers to decontamination among firefighters and was successful in increasing firefighters’ attitudes toward decontamination.
perceived norms for gear cleaning, self-efficacy toward gear cleaning, and perceived benefits of engaging in decontamination processes. It also reduced perceived barriers to decontamination. Firefighters’ intention to engage in postfire decontamination practices should decrease exposure to carcinogens and mitigate cancer risks. It is important to note that while the intervention was effective in three different fire departments, there were significant differences in outcomes (i.e., attitudes, perceived norms, and barriers) between fire departments. This finding highlights the previous point about the unique nature of HRO’s characteristics and cultures, suggesting the need for interventions customized to the specific HRO. A recorded version of the presentation and videos can be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XYvzQiQKkU; however, current research suggests that adding soap to the decontamination process is more effective than just rinsing with water as is demonstrated in the video.

### Food and Physical Activity Interventions

A limited number of interventions aiming to reduce health risks (including cardiac health and cancer) of firefighters is described in the literature. Frattaroli and colleagues, for example, developed an intervention with a focus on food. Using a holistic approach to the health and well-being of firefighters, they applied strategies at the individual, worksite, and community levels. First, they developed a pilot intervention based on participants’ perceptions of food and health to promote healthy eating. Researchers implemented physical measures (e.g., weight, waist circumference, body mass index, etc.), biological measures (glucose, cholesterol, and blood pressure), counseling sessions at baseline and after six months, along with monthly educational sessions on healthy eating. As a multi-level intervention, this study targeted the environment by several means. From the individual and workplace sides, it implemented 1) electric grills to facilitate healthy cooking in firehouse kitchens, 2) scales to promote weight awareness, 3) written food resources to promote healthy eating, and 4) healthy snack alternatives to the processed foods available in the commissaries and vending machines. On a community level, local restaurants started offering healthy items at a discount for the firefighters to address the challenges to healthy eating participants described during formative research. A similar initiative was presented by Elliot and colleagues. The PHLAME (Promoting Healthy Lifestyles: Alternative Models’ Effects) is an individual-centered intervention using counselors skilled in motivational interviewing techniques to promote healthy nutrition and physical activity behaviors in firefighters. A total of 599 firefighters participated in a randomized trial assessing dietary behaviors, physical activity, weight, and general well-being at baseline and long-term. As a result of this intervention applying two different behavior change strategies (team-centered curriculum and individual motivational interviewing), firefighters showed improved nutrition behaviors associated with less weight gain and improved general well-being. While these studies often focus on weight and cardiac health, diet is also linked with cancer risk.

### Areas for Improvement in Policy and Practice

Much has been made of firefighter knowledge, attitudes, culture, and behavior toward cancer risk reduction, and several researchers have reported on the importance of policy and organizational resources. There are a number of organizational and policy features that can help contribute to cancer risk reduction behaviors. Harrison et al. show that culture change in the fire service requires both a bottom up and a top-down approach. Leadership in the fire service must believe in and provide resources to support risk reduction behaviors. This is often challenging as fire departments have limited resources and decontamination processes take additional time, money, and logistical support. Ultimately, firefighting organizations are known as high reliability organizations. One key element of HROs is that they are adaptive and innovative. As such, the types of policies and practices described below come from changes that fire departments themselves are trying as part of efforts to develop best practices.

### Time

Arguably time is one of the biggest barriers to decontamination. Decontamination takes time both at the fire scene (washing/rinsing gear, cleansing wipes, bagging gear, hood swaps) and at the station (showering, deeper cleaning of gear, drying gear, cleaning engines and other apparatus). In order for firefighters to have time to engage in decontamination, they need to be placed out of service, often for an hour or more at a time. This means that other stations need to cover for them and potentially roll out to calls that are not in their immediate service area.
Built environment

Overall, dirty gear not only represents expertise and honor of firefighters but is also a result of everyday firefighting practices. Dirty gear does not require maintenance, while clean gear complicates work processes with additional regular procedures. While individual beliefs and attitudes play a big role in firefighters' intentions to decontaminate, structural barriers may also impede routine or advanced gear cleaning. As such, the built environment (e.g., fire station design, engines, rescue vehicles) of HROs is an important factor affecting work routines, communication practices, and health outcomes.60

There have been very few attempts to address the importance of physical space and layout for firefighter departments.69,67,68 As a part of their intervention efforts to improve organizational culture in fire departments and reinforce "clean gear" concept, Harrison and colleagues developed materials for use specifically in the built environment of firefighting, including magnets for personal lockers and compartments of fire engines and laminated posters for use in shower areas for decontamination.69 Frattaroli and colleagues provided electric grills to facilitate healthy cooking in firehouse kitchens and scales to promote weight awareness among firefighters.63 Zanatta and Amaral aimed to contribute to a new layout design for fire departments to improve the functionality of physical space and decision-making processes with human-centered design.66

One of the challenges of working with a built environment in fire departments is that solutions should be easy to implement, remain cost-effective, correspond with organizational practices, and be supported by the leadership. For example, safety culture differs from one fire department to another.67 Thus, the company officers and battalion chiefs must lead by example and be on board with organizational culture change.68

Firefighters also have many different ideas about the best way to have clean gear available at all times. Typically, sending gear out for professional cleaning after a serious exposure means firefighters may not have their own gear back for several days. Many firefighters advocate for a second set of gear, however at around $2,000 dollars U.S. for a set of gear, large fire departments can be looking at costs in the millions of dollars. Some fire departments have taken more creative approaches toward clean gear where they have a rolling gear truck that can bring temporary replacements while gear is sent out, thus reducing the number of second sets needed to provide everyone with clean gear. Having professional extractors and dryers in individual stations can also minimize firefighter downtime. While some fire leadership express concerns about the overuse of professional extractors for fear of gear wearing out more quickly,49 many firefighters would argue the benefits outweigh the risks. Additionally, improvements are being made in research to the most effective ways to decontaminate gear, although additional research is ongoing.69

Other resources to help support decontamination are even more resource dependent. For example, the clean cab concept70 keeps all contaminants out of the passenger compartments on engines and rescues through the redesign of both decontamination processes and apparatus design—with gear stored in compartments and decontamination required before entering the cab. This approach often relies on the purchase of newly designed engines and ladders that provide separate compartments for gear storage. Given the high cost of new engines, not all departments can afford to implement a clean cab design—but workarounds such as bagging gear and storing in separate outside compartments can serve similar functions. Other efforts of modifying the built environment focus on the design of fire stations, as many stations layout are outdated and unsafe. Some departments are able to build or remodel to fit current best practices, including separate gear storage rooms away from exhaust, exhaust handling systems, and other elements of station design. However, the impact of these efforts needs further research of efficacy,69 and many of these efforts still require individual effort to enact consistently, but even when these systems exist, they require consistent use by firefighters, which does not always occur.

Ultimately, interventions in HROs should target both individual and organizational levels. It is true for both message designs and built environments where interventions should address such barriers as individual intentions and behaviors, organizational cultures, accepted behavioral norms and practices, available resources, and policies.
Implications for Medical Practice and Research

Tracking exposures

Many types of carcinogens are produced in a fire, and researchers are still exploring which exposures are the most important and the specific mechanisms by which the exposures are causing cancer. Some firefighter cancers seem to be related to length of time on the job (exposure). Currently, there is little official tracking of specific exposures firefighters encounter at different fire and accident scenes. Recent research is working to improve this tracking, including the development of personal exposure reporting (PER) apps,71,72 and the use of silicone bands to track exposures.50 Improvement in tracking of individual firefighter exposure will further advance our knowledge of specific links between occupational risks and cancer.

Medical care and medical resources

Early and comprehensive screenings and initiatives to educate firefighters about cancer risk are required. When firefighters know about a higher risk of certain cancers, they can check available sources and take necessary steps for prevention. The importance of doctor-patient interactions and their potential influence on patients' behavior (e.g., preventative measures) and well-being has been established in the literature.73 The impact of such interactions on patient outcomes is especially important with life-threatening illnesses such as cancer. Prior research has shown a direct relationship between ineffective oncologist-patient communication and poor psychological adjustment and treatment adherence.74 Some large fire departments have their own health and benefits clinics devoted exclusively to firefighters and their families. This has potential advantages over traditional medical care as the medical professionals are aware of specific occupational health issues firefighters face, and may be more proactive in screening for cancer. Lack of knowledge of risks firefighters face has been stated as one of the barriers that keep firefighters from seeking medical care.75

Dealing with long-term consequences of cancer, outcome uncertainty, and possibilities of recurrence is part of everyday concerns for cancer patients. In addition, disease recurrence and cancer survivorship also come with unique challenges. Life after cancer is rarely experienced similarly to life before cancer; many survivors feel unprepared for the post-treatment period and are not referred to appropriate services.76 Thus, physicians should strive to equip firefighters with all the necessary resources for beginning lengthy and uncertain cancer treatment. Patients weigh the costs and benefits of accepting a particular treatment as they perceive them within the context of the constraints of their everyday lives and needs.77 Thus, before starting cancer treatment, providers should consider whether the patient has transportation resources, household tasks, and social support. For example, research suggests that social integration support (feeling part of a group that shares interests, attitudes, and activities) is essential for firefighters and may decrease perceived work-related stress.78 Thus, the lack of social integration support during cancer treatment may negatively impact firefighters' mental health and treatment adherence. Overall, the treatment plan should be a product of collaborative decision-making between physicians and patients, targeting the patient's specific needs and life circumstances.

Virtual Reality Training

Simulation environments provide an effective solution for practicing firefighting. Virtual reality (VR) environments allow for a high level of immersion during computer-assisted exercises. For example, it is extremely important for firefighters to carry only the necessary equipment during their work. Thus, Nowicki and colleagues presented a virtual simulator for the ergonomic study of the firefighter's performance at the time of removal of firefighters' equipment from fire trucks.79 Indeed, simulation environments are beneficial for training in settings that would be dangerous or unpredictable in real life. For example, a collaboration between the Royal Military Academy and the Belgian Navy allowed future firefighters to be trained in a virtual simulation of a ship's quarters instead of a real fire using a fire pit.80 Given that introducing VR can offer solutions to both risk reduction and training of firefighting methods, cancer mitigation benefits may be expected from the implementation of a VR training module with a focus on post-fire decontamination protocols.

Improvements in International Research

A final area for improvement is in the scope of research on firefighters and cancer. While firefighter cancer incidences are reported at an international level, most research on firefighter risk reduction is based on U.S. firefighters, with a few notable exceptions53,54. There is little published research on European and other international
Firefighters knowledge, attitudes, and behavior toward decontamination, cancer screening, and other cancer risk reduction efforts. This is a major gap in the literature that needs to be addressed.

Conclusion

Firefighters face increased cancer risk when compared to the general public, with those increased risks directly linked to occupational practices. Many firefighters are aware of their increased risk and have positive attitudes toward decreasing those risks through decontamination processes and healthy eating. However, those positive attitudes do not correspond to positive action, with decontamination practices and cancer screening uneven at best, and healthy eating something many firefighters strive for, but seldom accomplish. Given the complex nature of the relationship between firefighting and cancer, identifying and addressing opportunities for interventions can only be characterized as a wicked problem in that the solution is neither simple or singular. Moreover, it appears that instead of a macro wicked problem (cancer), within the fire service there are a series of micro wicked problems. Micro wicked problems among firefighters include: generational gaps that lead to cultural differences; hierarchical organizational structure, inevitable exposure in the completion of essential job functions, and the tension between individual-level responsibilities and those of the organization. The first two speak to the barriers faced in the process of promoting a culture of prevention. Given their access to information, younger firefighters may have greater knowledge regarding risks from exposure, whereas older generations may rely more on knowledge acquired through experiences (length of time in the fire service) that may not coincide with scientific research regarding risk. This is further confounded with the introduction of a rank system. Deferring to senior firefighters, the majority of which are older, creates an environment in which contradiction (such as the introduction of competing information) may not be acceptable. Exposure is a reality of firefighting. Although exposure is problematic, it is perhaps the inevitability of it and its relationship to fatalistic attitudes that is most concerning. For firefighters, preventive behaviors are juxtaposed with the reality of cancer risk as one exists only in response to the other, and unfortunately, behaviors may never fully remove the risk. Therefore, engaging in preventive behavior might exacerbate risk to mental health by placing emphasis on risk of exposure in everyday functions of firefighters. Lastly, due to the systemic barriers (e.g., budgets, firehouse design), often the recommendations are for individual-level change. Regrettably, solutions for one issue (cancer risk) may inadvertently beget need for intervention on another health concern – mental health. Already disproportionally impacted, additional responsibilities in terms of prevention that are a direct cause of their occupation may lead to increased negative – or fatalistic – attitudes towards prevention. For this reason, more studies on attitudes towards cancer risk and prevention are warranted. Currently, literature in this area is limited as a significant portion of recent studies is focused on physiological and epidemiological evidence of cancer. This review sheds light on these issues, as well as attempts to offer possible ways of mitigating their negative impact through interventions that focus on the intersections of individual, occupational, and organizational interventions.
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